Simultaneous Translation To Hebrew and to English

March 4-5, 2013

Beit Berl College
March 4, 2013, (Library Auditorium)

09:00 – 09:30 Registration
09:30 – 09:45 Opening
Dr. Batya Brulin, Chairperson of the Conference
Prof. Yitzhak Greenberg, Chairman of the Council, Beit Berl College
Ms. Colette Avital, Chairperson of the Center of Holocaust Survivor
Organizations in Israel

Chair: Ms. Chaim Feder, Conf. Claim

09:45 – 11:45 Session A: Confessions of the Holocaust Story among Women in the Family

09:45 – 10:30 Session A: The Story of Leah Peretz - a Leader and Fighter who was Killed during the January 1943 Uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto, Ms. Yehuda Stein, Israel

09:45 – 10:00 Session A: The Unknown Story of Leah Peretz - a Leader and Fighter who was Killed during the January 1943 Uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto, Ms. Yehuda Stein, Israel

10:00 – 10:15 Session A: The Diary, the Youth Movement Member, the Letter, and the Granddaughter, Prof. Dr. Michal Shaul, Israel

10:15 – 10:30 Session A: The Struggle of a Jewish Mother to Reunite with her Daughter after WW2 – The Story of Rachela Igenfeld Besserman, Ms. Tzippi Tal, Israel

11:15 – 11:45 Coffee Break

09:00 – 09:30 Registration
09:30 – 09:45 Opening
Ms. Dodi Breida, Director of Beit Berlens"

09:45 – 11:15 Session B: The Silence of You – Memories, and Literature

10:00 – 10:30 Session B: The Diary, the Youth Movement Member, the Letter, and the Granddaughter, Ms. Michal Fram Cohen, Israel

10:30 – 10:45 Session B: The Diary, the Youth Movement Member, the Letter, and the Granddaughter, Dr. Esther Dror, Haifa University, Israel

10:45 – 11:00 Session B: The Diary, the Youth Movement Member, the Letter, and the Granddaughter, Prof. Prof. Dr. Anahile Livne, Beit Lohamei Haghetaot

11:00 – 11:15 Session B: The Diary, the Youth Movement Member, the Letter, and the Granddaughter, Ms. Tali Shner, Israel

11:15 – 11:45 Coffee Break

09:30 – 09:45 Opening
Ms. Dodi Breida, Director of Beit Berlens"